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Abstract

Given a sequence of numbers which can be mapped into an
m X n array, sorting rows and columns is shown to yield an overall
sorted sequence. This unusually simple procedure is proven to
require O(log2m) iterations by analysing the data movement in the
array under successive row and column sorts. An efficient bubble
sort network suitable for VLSI implementation, with near-optimal
area-time2 performance is a direct application of the row-column
sorting technique. The ease in implementation for practical VLSI
chips is also demonstrated.
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row-major form without increasing the complexity of the procedure.
This simple algorithm, which we call shear-sort, will be formally

introduced in the next section. Section III will provide the analysis
of Che algorithm. In section IV we discuss very efficient and simple

VLSI implementation of the algorithm using only bubble-sort net-
work and in section V we discuss a method to optimize the algo-
rithm by simple manipulations.

I. Introduction
The problem of sorting numbers on a two-dimensional array

has been studied by various researchers ([I], [2], [101) and more
recently by Leighton[3], Lang et al.[81 and Tseng et al.[I21. This
problem involves routing of each data item to a distinct position of
the array predetermined by some indexing scheme. Three different
schemes have been considered by Thompson & Kung[I) : row major,
shuffled row major, and snake-like row major (see Figure I). The
corresponding column-major forms can be considered equivalent to
the schemes above, Most of the above referenced algorithms are
based on two dimensional adaptations of very efficient sorting algo-
rithms for linear sequences like bitonic sort[9] in [I] and [2), and
odd-even merge sort[9] in [10] and these are essentially recursive in
nature, Even though they perform optimally within a constant fac-
tor of the lower bound of O(n) for a nXn array, these algorithms
spend most of the time in routing data to appropriate processors.
Consequently, the complexity of the execution time is dominated by
the number of unit routing steps in a SIMD model. Thompson and
Kung[I] derived a 4(n-l) lower bound from an initial configuration
where elements on the opposite corners of an n X n array have to
be exchanged,

However, mere figures of time complexity appear to be
superficial, when we consider the complexity of the control structure
for the complicated data routing during the successive stages of
recursion. One hardly needs to overemphasize the cost of the com-
munication overheads in a VLSI implementation. In this context one
can be more enthusiastic about the algorithm in [12], which in spite
of being recursive in nature gets away with minimal control and
achieves a bound within O(log nYo) of the optimal, In the realm of
sorting a two-dimensional array of numbers, a seemingly "nice" way
would be to sort rows and columns (since it involves sorting on
smaller problems of approximately y'";; size) and "hope" that
somehow a combination of these two operations will terminate in a
sorted sequence. Unfortunately, such a procedure doesn't seem to
work when implemented in a straight-forward manner and indeed
l"eighton[3] observes that ".. if the matrix were square, we would
essentially be sorting rows and columns which is well know~ to leave
entries arbitrarily away from the correct sorted position", This was
in obvious reference to the row-major indexing scheme. Paradoxi-
cally things fall into place when one sorts the rows in a snake-like

II. Row-column sort
Let Q = [ qi,i ] be an mXn matrix onto which we have

mapped a linear integer sequence S. Sorting the sequence S is then
sorting the elements of Q in some predetermined indexing scheme.
We suggest an iterative algorithm in which every iteration consist of
the two basic operations:
(I) Row-sort -Sort independently all the row vectors of Q such that
adjacent rows are sorted in opposite directions (alternate rows in
the same direction). In a normal snake-like row-major indexing
scheme, sort the first row from left to right (increasing). At the end
of this step, qi.i .$ Qi.j+l for all i = I, 3, 5,..2p+l and qi,i .$ qi,i+I
for all i = 2, 4, 6,..2p.
(2) Column-sort -Sort independently, in an ascending order from
top to bottom all column vectors of Q. After this step qi,i .$ qi+l.i
for all j = 1, 2, ..n.

The shear-sort algorithm is defined as a repetitive application
of steps 1 and 2 until one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) all the columns are sorted, i.e. no element has moved in the
present column-sort after a row-sort, or
(b) no element has moved in the present row-sort after a column
sort.
A step by step application of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

(a) ThroughOllt this paper log will be umed to be to the b...e 2 unl.". otherwise mentioned.
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leftmost columns for the odd rows and on the two rightmost
columns for the even rows. Following the same reasoning, it is not
difficult to see that the column sort of the p iteration will move the

nn smallest elements of Q to the band defined from rows 1.. -.
2P

Without loss of generality we can assume n to be a power of 2 and
conclude that the n smallest elements or Q will move to their sorted
positions in at most log n iterations.

It follows from the above discussion that for m < n, the n
smallest elements move into their sorted position in at most log m
iterations. It is evident that once the first row is in place, it will
continue to do so throughout the remaining iterations. Therefore we
now face a problem of sorting the reduced array Q-I of dimension
m-IXn. Each time a row is in its place, we reduce the problem to a
smaller array on which the smallest elements are brought to the
'first' row in flog(m-k)l iterations where k is the number of previ-
ously discarded 'first' rows. The total number of iterations to sort
the array is thus

Fig '- a Rows and columns
are sorted in row-major form
but the array as a whole is
unsorted.

Fig '1, b After the first
rowsort in snake-like row-
major indexing scheme.
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k=m-1
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which is bounded from above by mlog m.

In this simple analysis we assumed that after the 'first' row of
array Q-k is in place all the remaining elements are randomly dis-
tributed in the reduced array Q-k-l. This is not the case as we will
show in the next section which gives a much better bound of O(log
m) iterations.

~

Fig'l d Rowsort of iteration 2Fig 2. c End of iteration 1
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Fig 2. e At the end of itera-
tion 2 all elements are in
their final sorted rows.

Fig 2. f A snake-like row-

major sorted sequence

ill. Analysis of the algorithm

We shall prove that shear-sort converges in O(log m) itera-
tions, for an mXn array, by showing that the elements go within a
specified distance of its final sorted row in every successive iteration.
It will be seen that an arbitrary element (and hence all elements)
goes within -!!!- of its final sorted row after p iterations, from which

2'
the O(log m ) bound follows immediately. We will use here an
application of the [a-1]principle (Knuth[6]) (for a direct combina-
torial proof see Scherson & genII)]). For the purpose of applying
the [0,1] principle, we will visualize our sorting algorithm as a sort-
ing network of logm + 1 stages, where in each stage we sort all the
rows in a row-major snake-like form followed by sorting all the
columns (Figure 3).

Consider the simple case of a 2Xn array containing arbitrary
number of O's and 1 's.
(a) Ntcr the rows are sorted, the O's in the first row will be packed
to the left, while O's in the second row will bc pushed to the right.
Let us denote the number of O's in the first and second rows by nl

and n2, respectively (Figure 4).
(b) Dcpending on the value of nJ + n2, sorting the columns (in this
case a simple compare exchange), will result in one of the following
Case I ( n) + n2 < n ) : the bottom row will contain only I's and
thc top row will be a mixture of O's and I's.
Case 2 ( n) + n2 = n ) : the top row will contain only O's and the
bottom row will have only I's.

The reader may note that the algorithm will terminate into a
sorted snake-like row-major sequence from the definition of such an
indexing scheme. It is trivia! to observe that, if the rows and
columns are sorted in the directions corresponding to the algorithm,
the array is sorted. Thus conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent and

are necessary and sufficient conditions.
To give the reader an insight into the 'mechanism' of this sort-

ing technique and throw some light on how such a simple procedure
results in a sorted sequence we will obtain a very loose upper bound
using an informal analysis. In the next section we will derive a tight

upper bound using an indirect technique.
Consider the n smallest elements in Q and ,assume they are

randomly distributed over the rows and columns of the array. The
first column-sort will move these elements to the first row if initially
they all happen to be in different columns. However, if all n smallest
elements are in the same column (only possible for m ?: n), by vir-
tue of alternating sorting dir~ction on rows, a row-sort will have the
effect or moving the elements on odd rows to the leftmost column of
the array and the remaining half to the rightmost column. This
phenomenon is analogous to normal shear of a column and hence the
name of this algorithm. Clearly, at the beginning of the second
iteration the n smallest elements have moved up into the upper half
of Q. The second row-sort will then pair the elements on the two
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Figure 4b. Afterthe colUMn sort. one of the two
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somewhere between the ban~s of
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Case 3 : ( nl + n:! > n) : the top row will contain only O's and the
bott.om row will contain an unordered sequence of O's and I's.
0111, of these cases, Case 2 is the most favorable, since the rows are
already sorted and in the other cascs we have a sorted row (first in
case I and second in ease 2). Also, the rows are mut~ally ordered
i.e., all the elements of the top row are less than or equal to the ele-
ments of the bottom row. In the next row-sort the remaining row is
ordered and sorting is complete. Heneel'orth we shall refer to a row
as being 'clean', if it contains identical elements (only O's or only
I's); Analogously, a row consisting of both O's and I's will be called
'dirty'.

The above discussion makes it clear that in a pair of adjacent
rows, after the first iteration at least one of thc rows is 'cleancd',
i.e. it consists of only O's or I~s. Wc will now extend the above
phenomenon to an mXn array. Without loss of generality assume
m to be a power of 2. After the row-sort of the first iteration we
have O's squeezed to the left on the odd- numbered rows and packed
to the right on the even-numbered rows. Considcr that a column
sort consists of the following two stages
(1) For an element q;.j, do a compare cxchange with the element
qi+l.j, for i = 1,3 ..,m-l. For i = 2,4 ..,m, compare exchange q;j with
q;-I,j' (This is equivalent to sorting m/2 pairs of adjacent rows

.independently.)
(2) Sort the columns normally i.e. across the entire columns.

It should be clear that decomposition of a column sort in the
above manner is not going to affect the ordering resulting from a
normal column sort. The extra (hypothetical) step makes the
analysis ~uch simpler. From the previous discussion, we know
that following step 1 there is at least one clean row among every
pair of odd-even rows. We may now consider an entire 'clean' row
as a single entity during the column sort since a 'clean' row contin-
ues to be clean throughout the subsequent iterations. This follows
from the observation that, when a 'clean' row of O's is compared
with a 'dirty' row across the columns, the clean row bubbles to the
top row remaining 'clean'. Similarly a 'clean' row of 1 's sinks to the
bottom. Clearly, two clean rows, when compared across the
columns cannot 'dirty' themselves. It may be easier to visualize this
process of column sort being a bubble sort, in which aiL elements of
a row vector are simultaneously compared to the corresponding ele-
ments in their adjacent row. The reader should note that the actual
algorithm used for sorting columns does not necessarily have to be a
bubble-sort since the ordering obtained is independent of the algo-
rithm used. Row-sorts do not affect the clean rows.

It follows, that after the column-sort s~ep of iteration 1, we
have at least half (m/2) rows 'clean', with thfe clean rows of D's at
the top and 'clean' rows of l's at the bottom The 'dirty' rows will
occupy a band of at most m/2 rows in the mi die of the array (Fig-
ure 5). Actually we may find less than m/2 dirty' rows since two
'dirty' rows may mutually 'clean' each other dllring the column sort.
In the course of the second iteration, half of the m/2 'dirty' rows
will b~come clean by applying the same argU1 ent to the contiguolls

band of dirty rows while the clean rows cont nile to be clean. By a

repetitive application of this phenomenon of cleaning half the
number of dirty row with every successive iteration, we may
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conclude that there can be at most one dirty row after log m itera-
tions. An additional row-sort orders this dirty row which actually
separates the clean rows of O's from the clean rows of l's in the
sorted array. Thus, for an initial array consisting of an arbitrary
numbcr or O's and I 's the shear-sort algorithm terminates suc-

cessfully in logm +1 iterations.

Thc classification of rows as 'clean' and 'dirty' in constructing
Lhc complexiLy analysis was extremely helprul since it reduccd the
hurdcn of kccping track of every clclT\cnt in the array Lo only m

rows. At this poinL thc implications in a gcncralized array consisting
or clcmcnt.s which may not be only O's or I's, is not clear. Neverthe-
less, wc can state the following important resulL:
Theorem 1 : An m X n array or elements can be sorted using
shcar-sorL in time proportional Lo [Iogml+ I [m*(time for row-sort)

+ n*(Limc rorcolumn sort)].
Thc proof follows immediately from Lhc previous discussion and Lhe
[0,1] principlc. Thc tighLncss of this bound should bc obvious from
Lhc Lhc inrormal discussion aL the end of the previous sccLion. In the
ncxt scction we will prcscnL an efficient implcmcntaLion or Lhis alga-

riLhm on a mcsh-connccLed processor array.
Thc average-case pcrrormancc analysis .c~ln also bc simplilicd

using Lhc [0-1] principlc. An imporLanL corollary rollowing rrom Lhc
discus-"ion or clean and dirty rows can bc summarizcd as follows:
Corollary 1 : A 011 array consisLing of 'd' dirLy rows iniLiall'y, can

be sortC'd using [Iogdl iLeraLions or shear sort.
Thcorcm 1 can be sLated as a special casc, since all ITi rows can bc
dirLy initially. Consider O(m) O's unirormly distribuLcd in Lhe
m X n array, thc other elcments being l's. Recausc of thc unirorm
disLribuLion, we IT\ay conclude, that on thc avcragc, m/2 rows will
bc dirLy. From Corollary I, Lhc avcragc number of itcrations is logm
-2 or O(log m). This shows that the algorithm is optimal within

minor variations of the basic shear-sort paradigm.

IV. VLSI Implementation of shear-sort
1n spite of the terrible perrormance or a normal single proces-

sor bubble sort, efforts have becn dircctcd towards obtaining
efficient VLSI implementations ([5], [61). bccause or the inherent sim-
plicity or thc algorithm. For this purpose a parallel version of bub-
ble sort viz. odd-even transposition sort([6]) has becn adopted. By
using crossing sequence techniques, several researchers have shown
that the optimal A To! bound ror sorting n elements is O( n2 ) in
word model and O( n21og2n ) in bit model ([3],[5],[61).. The normal
Nj2 processor bubble sort where each processor performs one
compare-exchange operation during each or the N iterations behaves
horribly ( O( n3 ) ) with respect to the AT1 measure. This remains
unchanged even by using completely pipelined bit-parallel com-
parison exchange modules to sort more than one problem instance.
The pipelined scheme consists of 0 ( n2 ) comparators which reduces
the effective area by a concurrency ractor(n) -the time remaining

unchanged ([51)..

Theorem 2 : The A T2 performance of shear-sort implemented with

a bubble-sort network is O( n4Jog3n) for n2 elements.

Figure 6c shows the implementation of the shear-sort using a
pipelined scheme where each of the n rows(columns) are pipelined
through this sorting network. The 'Transpose/ Detranspose ' net-

work aligns the array properly for the next column (row) sort. Fol-
lowing Leighton's[3] argument, the TransposcfDetranspose network
needs n non-unit length wires and hence occupies O(n2) area where
the transposition is performed in n parallel stages by hardwiring the
rows to the corresponding columns (and vice versa- see Figure 6b).
Thc bubble-sort network consists of n2 comparators and thus the
total area of the network is O( n210gn ). We will need 2n word steps
to sort all n rows (columns). Each comparator is capable of per-
rorming a compare-exchange operation of two O(tog n) bit numbers

r~ 6c. Block ~ng-QIO of' 5n.n,.-sort us..g ~.-sort n.~.ork.

log n + 1 pnss.s ~hr-ough ths Muork will sort nny Hqu.nc.

in O( 1) time. As observed previollsly the TransposefDetranspose
net.work also needs O(n) time for each iteration. Since we need log n
it.erat.ions the A T2 performance ror this scheme will be

0(n2Iogn)XO((nlogn)2) = O(n-llog3n)
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V. Optimization of the shear sort
I

A further reduclion in execution time for ~ ear_sort is pos.o;ible for a 'brick-wall' type sorting using a simple anipulation in the

dimension of the array of n2 elements. Recall fr m section III, that
the band of 'dirty' clements keeps on shrinking by a factor of 2 in

every iteration. This is the basis for an O(log m) (for an mXn

array) it~ratiol! ~onvergel)ee. Thlls, dlJring the. ,u"cessive stages of
the algorithm, It IS enough to sort the elem(~nts II! a column that fall

within the 'dirty' band, instead of sorting an e~t.ire (,olumn dllring
the column-sort stage. Another way of looking at it is that, sin<,e all

the <~Iements move within ~ rows aft<~r p iterations (dis(,ussed

'-., m

This is only O( log3n ) away from the lower bound. A similar result
can be obtained for the bit model by using bit-serial compare
exchange modules. Each compare-exchange module can perform a
compa.re exchange operation every O(log n) time units and can fit
into an 0(1) by O(log n) unit rectangle. Thus the bubble-sort cir-
cuit occupies an area of O( n210gn ) units. The
Transpose/Detranspose circuit consists of n non-unit length wires
which occupy an area of 0 ( n2 ) units. Each of these wires routs
O(n logn) bits of data and thus takes O(n logn) units of time to
complete the operation. The total time is O( nlog2n ) and so the
AT:! measure for this scheme is O( n'log'n ). This is only a factor or
log:ln away from the optimal which is O( nllog2n ) for O( n2 ),
O(log n) bit numbers ([3]).

As noted by Thompson[5], this network needs very little in the
way or control as no complicated operations are involved and may
bc morc attractive than itsAT2 pcrrormll.nc.,c indicates (bcing a cou-
ple or log n factors away from thc optimll.l). Thcre is hardly any
need to overemphasize that this scheme or sort.ing whic.:h exploits the
powerful property of the algorithm ha..'! made bubble-sort compar-
able to some more sophisticated VI,SI sorting networks as far as
area-time2 trade-off is concerned.

Figure 7 shows a more regular network for accomplishing the
required compare exchanges, though it needs slightly more area (a
ractor of logn. more than the previous approach). We have managed
to incorporate the comparators for carrying out row and column
sorts within the mesh- connected network, which is very similar to
an II~LIAC TV like machine. The horizontal and the vertical
compare-exchange modules arc used during row-sort and column
sort stages respectively. A ROW/COLUMN control line decides
which set of the comparators is being used. A ROWDIR control line
which cont.rols the direction of compare exchange for the horizontal
comparators, achieves alternating sorting directions in rows. A sin-
gle row/column of elements 'oscillates' between two adjacent
row(column) n/2 times, each of which carries out the required
compare-exchanges needed for two iterations of odd-even

transposition sort. The ROWDIR is changed during every clock
cycle of the row-sort stage, so that adjacent rows are sorted in
opposite directions. The overlapped comparators in the figure actu-
ally represent s)ngle comparators multiplexed between the row and
column sorts. Each cell is drawn with two inputs, but only one of
them is selected according to the row or column sort stages. After
O(logm +1) such iterations the array is sorted in a snake-like order-
ing.

2P

more III II.!)), we IIced to perrorrn ollly -1't,ep~ or t,he bri{:k-wall
2P

Isort, aft,er p it,erat,ioll1'. !

,",or 1111 mXn array, t,his meall1' we perrorlm m, m/2, m/1 ..
it,cr!tlioIlS or brick-wall sort, ill SU{:<:cHsivc columrl-1'ort, Ht,ag<'s. I10w-
ever, 110 such opt,imizllt,ioll Hccms possibl<, ror t,h{~ t,1I{, row-sort, st,age
"incc t.II<, !tlgorit.llm i" lIon-adapt,ivc "0 t,lIat. we ~ccp Oil pcrrormillg

all t,1I<, 'n' <'omparc-cx{~lIallge st,cp1' t,lIroughout t,~e c,ourHC or CXC~(:II-

t,ion. This yield:; a complcxit,y or 1I(logm +1) + 2(m -1) compare

exchange st,eps. For n2 elements, this can be expressed as
.,

n-
-(Iogm + 1) + 2(m -1) ,
m

8 h ..!!.~ I .d rY C ooslng m = V2 ,we get a comp exlty l

I
~ J;: ~ r:-- nl~O( 2v 2n v logn + V21ogn )

! ~lolon The second term can be approximated to o(n) sirJce = 0(1),
1 logn

thereby yielding the following result: !
Theorem 3: A rectangular array of n2 elcments Jan be sorted using
shear-sort in time proportional to O( n v'"i;;g;;).
The behavior of this function is very close to linear since v'"i;;g;; is
Icss than 5 for well over tens of millions i.e. more than the practical
size of any sorting chip. In fact it outperforms most of the well-
known algorithms for number of elements below a couple of tens of
thousands which is not rare in practical situations. The cautious
reader may have noticed that an extra compare exchange step is
needed during the column sort stage depcnding on the boundary of
thc dirty band. If the dirty band starts from an even row during all
thc iterations of column sort the complexity functI on will be affected
by an additional log m steps, which is negligible.

This improvement can be very easily inc~rporated into the
VLSI implementation shown in Figure 7. The number of iterations
of odd-even transposition sort during row and column sort stages
can be easily controlled by the number of 'oseillations' between
adja(~ent rows(columns) of comparators.

A few comments may be expedient at this point to emphasize
the ease in implementation and the expandability of this scheme
which are of major concern to any VLSI chip designer. The simpli-
city in t.he control structure, which is thc result of purely iterative
nature of the algorithm, and the regularity of the layout due to use
of only nearest- neighbor type opcrations, make it ideally suitable
for systolic implementation. Each chip containing a subset k X k of
the n X n components will be connected to four similar chips in the
four (North, East, South, West) directions, thus presenting no addi-
tional complications for chip interconnections. To account for the
pin limitations in a chip, and packaging a maximum number of
components in a single chip, we can use bit serial communications
between the nearest neighbors. This would not change the asymp-
totic performance since a compare-exchange operation is of the
same complexity as a bit-serial communication time of a 'b' bit
words ( O(b) time). For example, in a SO pin package, we need at
most 10 pins for the global control signals leaving us with 70 pins
ror the inter-chip communication. Rounding this to the nearest
power of two, i.e. 64, we can integrate a 16 X 16 mesh-connected
compare-exchange modules in a single chip (for a k X k array, we
nced 4k dat.a pins).

While this scheme is theoretically inferior to Lang et al.[S] by
a factor of logn, it may prove to be more feasible for reasonable
sized arrays by sacrificing a little time-performance in the bargain.
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VI. Conclusions

The feasibility of sorting a rectangular array of elements by
sorting rows and columns was demonstrated. The algorithm was
shown to execute in at most O(log m) iterations and in section \II
we traced the data movement during each iteration. Recall that we
showed that all elements moved within O( ~ ) rows of their final

2'
destination row in O{p) iterations. Also taking advantage of this
phenomenon it is possible to optimize a simple algorithm like bubble
sort. Sorting a row(column) is actually sorting V; elements in a n
clcment sequence which may be cxpensive. However this basic opera-
tion may be optimized by using a sorting network as was dcmon-
stratcd in section TV. The complexity of this algorithm is more
appropriately expressed as 0 ( V; XkXlogn ) ror an 'n' element
sc9!!cncc organized as a square array, where k is the time ror sorting
Vn clcments and this is O{ v;logn ) ror a single processor sort
which waR uRed as a baRis for the multiprocessor implementation.
fo'or the Rorting network allowing pipelining this turns out to be O(
(V; + k)/ogn ) which at the bcst will give us a time of O( v;logn

).
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